
Title- Development of a quality control and calibration instrument for 

Rangefinders/LiDARs. 

A proof-of-concept test bench to assess the quality and operation of rangefinders and LiDARs 

in a compact setup with a footprint small enough to sit on a usual optical table. In particular, 

the development subsystem includes an apparatus capable of measuring the maximum range 

of the rangefinder type of instrument. The range measurement will be implemented by 

mimicking a real backscattering event that would take place in a far location and feeding back 

to the rangefinder a signal that is synthesized from the instrument's own illumination laser 

after a carefully calibrated attenuation procedure and with similar noise characteristics to one 

taken in an open field scenario. 

The instrument consists of a rotating optical diffuser placed at the focus of an optical 

collimator and an optical attenuator. The maximum range of the LiDAR is calculated by a 

radiometric equivalence to the distant target when the LiDAR detected signal is extinguished. 

This subsystem is to synthesize an optical echo signal, fed from the rangefinder's own laser 

beam, that is meant to be similar to that that would come from a distant diffusive object. The 

goal is to produce an optical stimulus with high fidelity to the signal that would be acquired in 

a real situation and, in particular, regarding its amplitude attenuation, to preserve as much as 

possible the optical noise present in the real case. To do that, we use a calibrated diffused light 

generator that produces a diffused signal with controllable amplitude. 

Also, experimental study of the physical phenomena that influence the signal-to-noise ratio in 

rangefinders and LiDARs, which greatly influences them, and of the coherence properties of 

backscattered light and how to mimic them with a local diffuser for different real objects and 

surfaces. 

The instrument to be built will also be able to perform a comprehensive characterization of the 

beam in terms of divergence, astigmatism, and M2. 

The proposed method allows determining the maximum range of various rangefinders and 

LiDAR configurations without the need for calibration, making it suitable for both the 

development and production of LiDAR systems. A successful realization of a new reliable 

instrument could be of great importance due to the increasing use of LiDARs for autonomous 

driving and the foreseeable requirement of periodically evaluating the conformity of these 

instruments. 
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